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Description
It would be great to have a logo that can be rendered nicely on a black/dark background. This enables us to have black mugs/t-shirts
but also stickers that don't look that "ugly" on black laptops...
Would be great if you have some ideas about this. If not, feel free to return the ticket to me so I can see if somebody else can help
out on this.
History
#1 - 03/18/2019 08:58 AM - laforge
- Blocks Feature #3848: Osmocom stickers wih black background / non-rectangular outline added
#2 - 12/01/2019 10:31 AM - laforge
tsaitgaist, is there any chance we could motivate you to implement this at some point? This way we could e.g. have black t-shirts at osmodevcon
2020. Thanks!
#3 - 12/01/2019 02:18 PM - fixeria
BTW: during the last GSM team call everybody agreed that the rocketphone logo from [1] is awesome ;)
I would be cool to somehow combine it with the "Osmocom" label (if possible)... Just an idea.
[1] https://osmocom.org/attachments/download/3839/CCCamp2019_GSM.pdf (slide 2)
#4 - 12/10/2019 11:53 AM - tsaitgaist
I will do the black design (simplified B&W osmocom logo) at the end of the year.
fixeria wrote:
BTW: during the last GSM team call everybody agreed that the rocketphone logo from [1] is awesome ;)
I would be cool to somehow combine it with the "Osmocom" label (if possible)... Just an idea.
I've added the 36c3 design (which was not used in the end it seems) in the repo in case you want to see the rocketphone:
https://git.osmocom.org/artwork/tree/simcard/36c3
#5 - 05/12/2020 12:15 PM - laforge
- Blocks deleted (Feature #3848: Osmocom stickers wih black background / non-rectangular outline)
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